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Up The Creek with a Paddle (Author Mary Boyle Bradley
review by Cyndi Lenz RN
While attending the second annual LDN conference at NIH I had the great pleasure of
meeting Mary Boyle Bradley the author of “Up the Creek with a Paddle.”
She was invited to attend as a LDN advocate and she
was also there to see her
brother Dr Phil Boyle.
After spending a delightful
evening, I ordered her
book so it would be
waiting for me when I got
home.
What I found was not only
just a book about one persons journey from being
diagnosed with MS but the story of a loving couple
both with their own coping mechanisms and a
wonderful supportive family. This is the story of a
woman who does not take “no” for an answer. You
gotta love her.
This book tell the story of Mary and her husband
Noel through their life so far dealing with MS and
discovering LDN and Dr Bihari. It also talks about
her selfless journey into being an advocate and an
activist. Mary never ask the question “why?” but just
throws out there “Why not!”
Mary writes letters to whole countries, entire
continents. “Dear Africa -I think I may have the
answer to helped your HIV problem. Not really, but

she did write to some governments of some countries
in Africa.
Mary has rewritten the original book to reflect all the
new stuff that has happened with LDN and her
family since she wrote the first one and we are
fortunate to have it on sale in the pharmacy.
Its a great story about LDN but also a love story of
Mary and Noel and her family and her LDN family.

LDN Videos online

There are three ways to access this
information.
1. http://www.youtube.com/user/TropicalDawg
2. http://www.skipspharmacy.com/sppress/?p=135
3. or email me at clenz@mac.com and I'll send you
the links.
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Some LDN UPDATES

For Those Who like to Write:

LDN is making it way on the Internet. There are two
new sites on on Facebook and one on MYSPACE.

Aletha Whitman is putting together a book of people’s
stories. For more information email her at
wave@redshift.com

MYSPACE is http://www.myspace.com/
lowdosenaltrexone

Mary Bradley Radio Show Talk about LDN

For Facebook search Lowdosenaltrexone

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/mary-boyle-bradley

If you have any problems email Cyndi at
clenz@mac.com

LDN GLASGOW
CONFERENCE

Saving lives – one at a time
25th April 2009
by Lucretia from Germany
What a fabulous conference
I've just been to – the very first
LDN conference held in
Europe and what an eyeopener!!! More people need to
know about this, that's why I
am writing to you.
What's LDN? Well, it's short
for low dose naltrexone and
it's a cheap generic drug that
kick-starts the body's
autoimmune system to do what
it was meant to do in the first
place. This drug has no lasting
side effects and it has been
used to halt progression, stop
flare ups and relieve symptoms
in many autoimmune diseases.
There are some trials going on
at the moment with amazingly

You can call in when the show is live
646 200 4047. Check out Dr Skipʼs recent interview

positive results in
Fibromyalgia, Crohn's and
HIV/AIDS. People with
diverse problems have
benefited from this little
known phenomenon, which
some doctors hail the best
thing since penicillin, people
with Alzheimer's, Parkinson's,
Ulcerative Colitis, Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome, ME and of
course MS. And why do I
know about this? Because I
was lucky enough to stumble
across the three letters LDN
and then curious enough to
google it. I started taking
LDN (all of 4.5mg) early in
January and within days I felt
some symptom relief. My legs
no longer cramped up every
morning, my bladder function
became normal again, I was
less fatigued and this spring I
never did catch my other half's
vicious cold, something I had
done every single time since
we'd been together.
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The conference in Glasgow
brought many people together
who all are benefiting from
LDN, including doctors who
told about amazing
experiences, ranging from
sorting out fertility problems
to curing cancers.
We all agreed that word has to
be spread. As a lot of GPs and
Neurologists don't know about
the use of this harmless and
cheap little drug it's up to us
patients to find out more and
tell them.
Do yourself a favor and google
LDN.

http://glasgowldn2009.com/

